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Abstract. In the age of technoIogy, most of the network services otigi
nally TUn on large scaIe and base on complicated systems. When they're 
brought into our horne, the migration could detive further technicaI prob
lems due to the change of scale and cost. Horne networking stTUcture is of
ten improvised and built up with severaI types of wireless technology, such 
as WiMedia and WiFi, inside several small rooms. In addition, people enjoy 
walking around at horne and being served without constraints and service 
interruption, so the seamless services and mobility within horne are a must. 
This paper desctibes a novel notion on the transition among wireless con
nectivities at horne which is named Hand-around and efliciently provides 
seamless network services while moving in heterogeneous and improvised 
horne networking. A developing technique in Mobile IPv6, called multiple 
care-of addresses (MCoA) registration, is the best candidate to accomplish 
such seamless services in an all-IP horne network. Besides, it's a pure layer-
3 mechanism and hence could more easiIy apply on and adapt to horne ser
vices without massively changing the operational tlow and system hierarchy, 
especially suited for services of multimedia, communication and entertain
ment. This notion also gives a new vision to some scenarios described in 
Horne Gateway Initiative (HG\) document. 

Keywords: Horne networking, Horne gateway, Seamless service, Mobile 
horne service, Multiple care-of address registration, Heterogeneous networks. 
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1. Introduction and Background 

Nowadays, the perfonnance of personal computers has been improved day by day, 
and the broadband network has also been introduced into horne environments. 
These advancements have created a new type of service, wh ich is inside a house 
serving just few people, rather than most internet applications that connect to a 
respectable number of users. It is important to bring the convenience and comfort 
of these applications right into horne, after a day of working, and can even create 
new services Iike media center, and horne IP-PBX, which provides an IP-based 
telephone system. That's what we called digitallife iso This kind of service usually 
reJies on many devices working simultaneously, including embedded systems and 
personal computers. These devices can be divided into three categories: the devic
es providing broadband, the devices providing the connectivity between devices, 
and the devices working for services in horne networking. Figure 1 iIIustrates the 
location of digital devices inside a house. These devices are serving in their cor
responding places. For example, there are televisions in the Iiving room and par
ents' room. According to their requirements and characteristics, the devices have 
various kinds of connectiveties, like wireless headphones using Bluetooth [I], and 
laptops using Wi-Fi [2] . Hence, inside the house there may have diverse wireless 
connectivities, such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, ZigBee [3], IrDA [4], wireless USB [5], 
WiMedia [6], and so on. They may be deployed casually and without comprehen
sively planned so their coverage could be heavily overlapping. We've got conven
ience by using these wireless services, but uncertainties exist when it comes to 
mobility, especially on handotfissues. 

Fig. 1. Horne [7] 
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2. Horne Networking Services with Mobility 

Following subsections list some services that might have mobility concerns in 
HGI [7]. 

2.1 Communication 
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Voice over IP (VoIP) [8] is the main communication application. Many VoIP end
user device products have Wi-Fi or other wireless connectivity, and a laptop could 
be a VoIP client device, too. By carrying one of these devices, users could walk 
through doors from room to room while talking on VoIP. So, mobility is now a ne
cessary part of communication at horne. 

2.2 Fix Mobile Convergence 

Fix mobile convergence is based on the premise that the device has multiple net
work interfaces. For example, an unlicensed mobile access (UMA) [9] phone may 
have both GSM and Wi-Fi radio module. Also there are 3G/Wi-Fi scenarios that 
can switch to VoIP in horne to reduce so me expense. To seamlessly switch from 
one network to another without cutting off a living session needs a hand-off me
chanism carried with mobility. 

2.3 Entertainment & Information 

2.3.1 Multimedia 

Multimedia enjoyments are common entertainment in modem lives, especially at 
horne, people expect to get some relax by listening to music, watching videos, or 
many other multimedia clips. Watching multimedia clips without lags when users 
roam around at horne can be a relaxation after a whole day's working, and it can 
be achieved by carrying a playing device with multimedia contents stored inside. 
But when the contents or multimedia streams are on the Internet or simply in a 
horne media center which cannot be easily carried about, the media continuity is 
certainly a different story especially when the users move around from a wireless 
coverage to another. 



2.3.2 Gaming 

Gaming is an industry growing explosively; it's about gaming type, platfonn, con
tents, multi-sense presentation, and also how players make control commands. 
Cordless game controllers have become burning to the touch instead of wired con
trollers. If the control commands can be transmitted via network to the game con
sole with mobility and seamless design, the "gaming everywhere at anytime" 
dream, i.e. pervasive gaming [10], can be accomplished. 

2.3.3 IPTV 

IPTV [11] is areal-time delivery that broadcasts quality TV over IP. IPTV is also a 
kind of multimedia application. But with stricter quality definition and other ex
tensions, such as encryption, multi-stream capability and IP-core design, bringing 
IPTV into mobility and keeping the contents played seamlessly creates technically 
issues. 

2.4 Horne Management & Security 

Some horne management and security devices also have wireless connectivity. A 
universal remote control must have the ability to access horne network at every 
position at horne. Also, there may have monitoring cameras moving inside the 
house. For example, a camera attached to a vivacious baby could help adults keep 
a watch on her. And of course the video content must be seamless. 
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3. Discussion of Handoff and Mobility Scenario 

Here we discuss a scenario about mobile IP in horne networking. 

Cell phones are now small but powerful. There's a trend that they're equipped 
with several network interfaces including 3G/GSM, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, IrDA, even 
WiMAX in a near future. Although the original design of mobile communicating 
function uses only 3G/GSM, but with VoIP technology, using other interfaces is 
possible and already commercialized, such as UMA. 

Outside I At horne 
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Fig. 2. Multi-mode Cell Phone 

Fig. 2 shows the basic principle of the multi-mode cell phone. When in out
doors or somehow without other connectivity except 3G/GSM, a multi-mode cell 
phone works just Iike a single-mode one. However, when it's at horne, it can es
tablish several kinds of connections to the horne network, and uses them to replace 
3G/GSM on communicating purpose. The benefit is, when using non-3G/GSM 
network, the message flow goes through an IP-core network, communicating us
ing VoIP. VoIP is considered cheaper than 3G/GSM, since the physical linkage is 
the horne broadband instead of mobile networks. Also, when at horne, that is, in
side a modem building, the 3G/GSM signal quality may not be capable of com
munication, so switching to another network with stronger connectivity would be 
better. Nevertheless, signal quality is still an issue regardless of 3G/GSM. Because 
the wireless base stations (BS) or access points (AP) inside our horne are usually 
deployed without projections, the multi-mode cell phone must have the ability to 
choose the right interface with better signal quality. Hence, handoff is still neces
sary even inside our horne. 
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Fig. 3. Accessible Cornrnunicating Base Stations at Horne 

Fig. 3 illustrates the possible physical connections at horne. Since signal quality 
may be altering when the multi-mode cell phone is moving, selection between 
these base stations would be necessary. Hence, a call session may maintained by 
switching from these connectivity, The handoff technology in 3G/GSM network 
has already come to maturity, but there's no widely acceptable handofftechnology 
between these indoor connectivity based on IP-core network. Besides, the demand 
for communication quality is rigid when it comes to commercial services, Can 
VoIP handoff achieve seamless? 
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Fig. 4. VolP Call Forwarding 

A VolP system must have caII forwarding ability, and caII forwarding can be a 
possible way to deal with hand offs between IP-core connections [12]. As illu
strated in Fig. 4, a VolP call forwarding action takes six procedures: 

• Step 1 and step 2 : When switching connection, VolP user agent informs the 
VoIP signaling server via the horne gateway/router that the address of the VolP 
user agent had been changed. 

• Step 3 : Updating location information. 
• Step 4 : Looking up new location. 
• Step 5 and step 6 : The VolP media gateway redirects the communication con

tent again to reach the new address ofthe VolP user agent. 

However it's not a good solution at all. Since VoIP is based on application layer 
protocols, and the user agent informs the VoIP system after the active physical 
connection is changed, call forwarding would take a lot of time, and causes inter
ruption in call sessions. That's not acceptable with commercialized telephone ser
vices. 
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Fig.5. Basic Mobile IPv4 Scenario 

Fig. 5 is a basic scenario of mobile IPv4 (MIPv4). When a mobile node (MN) 
moves to a foreign network, it first send arequest to the foreign agent, and then 
the foreign agent relays the request to the horne agent of the mobile node. The 
horne agent (HA) teils foreign agent (FA) whether the request is accepted or de
nied, and then the foreign agent relays the decision to the mobile node. 

__ S 
Mnhlk: ' '"l ' 

Fig. 6. Basic Mobile IPv6 Scenario 

As shown in Fig. 6, the biggest difference between mobile IPv4 and mobile 
IPv6 (MIPv6) is that the MIPv6 does not require foreign agent because the router 
of the foreign network can assist the MN to form the care-of address, which is 
done by foreign agents in MIPv4. When a MN travels to a foreign network, it first 
gets a care-of address (CoA), and then the MN send binding update (BV) directly 
to the horne agent and correspondent node (CN). So both HA and CN know the 
CoA of the MN. Thus, CN and MN may connect to each other with or without the 
tunneling by HA. 

Mobile IP could be a solution. Since the connections are all based on IP-core 
network, the multi-mode cell phone must have an IP address. When handoff oc
curs, the VoIP user agent may still need 10 follow these procedures, but the horne 
agent knows it. The horne agent knows it right away when the VoIP user agent is 
taking a physical handoff changing the IP address, since mobile IP technology is a 
layer-3 method. So the horne agent just simply tunnels the communicating media 
conten! to the new address regardless of the VoIP call forwarding . There's no 
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longer need to wait for the VolP system passively accepting requests from VolP 
user agents and then taking VolP switching procedures. Even if the VolP system 
does no forwarding procedures, as long as the horne agent handles the tunneling, 
the call session can be maintained. This method could avoid the interruption dur
ing call forwarding by VolP system and satisfy users' expectation on voice quality. 

We can learn from this VoIP scenario that by switching to another connection, 
applications could be effected and need to be recovered. Mobile IP is a layer-3 so
lution, which could be better than other solutions of upper-Iayers in the aspect of 
application independence, i.e. suiting any application without modification. A mo
bile IP environment is usually composed with good schemes and constructions. 
With wide coverage and low overlapping, the capitalized cost, the frequency of 
handoff, the signaling effect, all could be reduced. However, in horne networking 
environment, wireless coverage is usually highly overlapped and with uncertainty 
due to the house-building structures. So handoffs could occur frequently, and un
certainties exist on when and how to do vertical handoffs, and how to determine 
the best foreign network since several kinds of foreign networks may be detected. 
These are the differences between traditional mobile IP and horne mobile IP envi
ronment. Also, the handoff latency should be considered. As shown in Fig. 5 and 
Fig. 6, a handoff action consists of several steps, and the latency cannot be ignored. 
Now we address a notion named hand-around to cope with these concerns. 
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4. Hand-around 
In this sec ti on, we will start from the motivation and definition of hand
around. Then we will discuss some issues and possible challenges in hand
around. At last, we will compare several techniques of connectivity transi
tion and illustrate that Multiple Care-of Addresses registration (MCoA), 
which was produced by the IETF working group "Mobile Nodes and Mul
tiple Interfaces in IPv6" (Monami6) [13], should be the most proper layer 3 
mechanism for connectivity transition in heterogeneous wireless horne net
works with highly overlapped coverage per our simulation. 

4.1 Motivation and definition 

Fig.7. Heterogeneous wireless networks with highly overlapped coverage [14] 

Considering the scenario in Fig. 7, MN has multiple interfaces. The MN locates 
in wireless networks with heterogeneous layer 2 technologies and several IP do
mains. We observe that in this dense overlapping network the MN always has al 
least one interface staying connected while other interfaces' associations transit 
from one access point (or base station) to another, and thus keeps continuous on
line with hardly any disconnection caused by weak signals or connectivity transi
tion. In this situation handoff latency nearly disappears according to the usual de
finition (i.e., the period between the last moment before disconnection and the 
next successful data transmission). We name this process of connectivity transi
tion where at least one interface keeps working and hence the MN keeps conti
nuous online without interruption caused by other interfaces' transition, as hand
around. Here are some observations and features about hand-around: 

I. More than one IP domains probably overlap. 
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2. Base stations locate in high density, and wireless coverage areas are highly 
overlapped. 

3. Users can transmit data through one or more interfaces concurrently. 
In fact, many research projects and operators continuously deve\op related 

seamless integration technology of these networks with high degree ofheterogene
ity and highly overlapped coverage. For example in Ambient network [15, 16], us
ers can have the best choice when the network condition varies in difference plac
es, time, and even network loading. As fore-mentioned, the UMA is also a good 
example of such seamless integration technology. Hand-around already affects our 
daily Iife, and traditional assumption about handoffs should be reviewed. Some 
points of view in such environment will be discussed in the next subsection. 

4.2 Discussion 

We discuss several points about hand-around as folIows. 

• Construction and Decision: Formerly wireless network construction proceeds 
from using minimum number of base stations for maximum coverage, but it 
should be changed in heterogeneous wireless networks with highly overlap 
coverage, e.g., houses and hotels. Heavy-Ioad sharing, seamless services or bet
ter transmission quality could be the primary consideration. Just maintaining 
access to Internet is not the only purpose in user's point of view. Issues like 
how to choose a suitable wireless network by user preference or enhance 
transmission cfficiency by multi-interface are more important during hand
around. 

• HandoffTarget and Timing: We propose a new viewpoint of connectivity tran
sition, called hand-around, which is different from traditional handoff. Hand
around doesn 't specify a target access point or base station to attach to but a set 
of simultaneous access points or base stations during connectivity transition 
because of concurrent activations of multiple interfaces and dense overlap of 
heterogeneous wireless serving areas. Hand-around also doesn't identify spe
cific timing and location of connectivity transition, but traditional handoffs do. 
In hand-around, the MN with the support of multiple interfaces, which activate 
at the same time and have at least one connected to base station or access point, 
can keep continuous transmission regardless of some interfaces proceeding 
transition from one access point or base station to another, and therefore the 
handoff latency doesn 't need to be concerned anymore. Furthermore, users can 
enjoy a higher quality and seamless service if the connectivity may transit 
without the handofflatency. 

• Handoff Latency and Link Stability: As far as we know, most MNs only use 
one network interface. In den se wireless environment, MNs may continuously 
receive wireless signals, but there must be distinguishable handoff latency 
without any technical enhancement. Meanwhile, because of the lack of the 
condition from the next wireless network that MNs will handoffto, the stability 
of next connectivity is unpredictable and then the quality of ongoing service 
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may deteriorate. Soft handoff is one solution to eliminate handoff latency and 
possible instability if we use multi-interface techniques such as MCoA, or Si
multaneous Mobility Binding (SB-MIP) [17] which means that MN may use 
simultaneous mobility binding with more than one network devices 10 avoid 
packet loss and discontinuity during the moving process, In addition, the MN 
can collect the quality information ofthe next network it might handoffto from 
the alternative interface, and then determine which access point or base station 
has better signal quality and whether the MN can obtain a better wireless link 
than current one after handoff [18, 19]. 

• Bandwidth Exhaustion: Considering handoff latency above, SB-MIP and 
MCoA seem to be the probable solution, If we use SB-MIP, MNs will concur
rently use both interfaces for a long time and exhaust redundant bandwidths 
under high density network environment. As to MCoA, only one transmission 
path is in use during overlapped area. MNs can choose the proper BS more 
flexible and dramatically decrease bandwidth exhaustion. 

• CoA Binding Trails: 

~-i COAl~J, '-1_Al.....:..::!t::.:~::..:Of::..::~'-n--' 
, 

Fig. 8. Linking Map (14) 

, , 

In Figure Fig. 8, suppose all networks are in different IP domains. MNs proba
bly have an IP variation like CoA 1->CoA2->CoA3->CoA4 or CoA 1->CoA3G
>CoA4 during the moving process. It makes no difference in SB-MIP due to 
simply IP address recording but distinguished by MCoA with layer 2 devices 
binding unique identification number (BIO) which is an identification number 
to distinguish MN's multiple registrations that CoA3G binds an interface with 
distinct bandwidth. By this kind of linking characteristics, MN may choose 
CoA 1->CoA3G->CoA4 IP variation for bandwidth conservation with more 
handoffs, or directly link to CoA3G to lower handoff frequency, and hand
around may help us to achieve that. However, the performance comparison of 
these two binding trails is out ofthis paper's scope and also an open problem. 
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Hand-around will inevitably be one procedure in the future wireless network on 
the trend of denser BS' distribution. MNs with multi-interface may eliminate han
doff latency. MCoA and SB-MIP are two mechanisms of multi-interface man
agement. Moreover, next the following subsection will show MCoA can save 
more bandwidth than SB-MIP under highly overlapped wireless network envi
ronment. We suggest that MCoA, with the ability of interface identification, 
should be the better one. 

4.3 SIMULATION AND RESULTS 

We simply analyze the handofflatency and bandwidth exhaustion about MCoA. 
We use NS2-2.28 plus MobiWan module to simulate MCoA procedure and use 
IEEE 802.11 b configuration for wireless network connection. 

In the part of MCoA module, we modify MobiWan and refer to [20] about the 
BU message configuration. Since the draft doesn't define any interface switching 
timing guideline, we initiate interface switching procedure in the meanwhile mov
ing into the wireless overlapped area. 

Table I. Simulation parameters of handolT latency 
NetWork Simulator NS2·228+MobiWan 

Stmu! ab on Environment Scope 600 x 50 (m2) 

BS Radius l09(m) 
BSl PosItion Olm) 
BS2 Position 150(m) 

Scope Between B S5 150(m) 

Simulation Time 75 (,) 

:MN Start Position Olm) 
MN Speed 2 mts 

Wireless MAC 802.11b 

Interface ueue DrooT .. 1 
Transport Layer TCP 

Application Laver FTP 
Packet Data StH 1000(bytes) 

RAInterval 30-70 ms 

Fig. 9. Simulation scenario of handolT latency 
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--- - .. " .. . • .. 
Fig. 10. HandoffLatency between MIPv6 and MCoA [14] 

Table 1 and Fig. 9 are the arguments and environment for the Simulation scena
rio of handoff latency. In Fig. 10, MN processes a handoff procedure between two 
wireless overIapped BSs. We can figure out that MCoA has nearly no packet 
transmission delay resulted from the make-before-break handoff procedure. The 
MN with MIPv6 module has about 1.26s latency because MIPv6 detects and in
itiates handoff only when receiving routing advertisement from new V6 router or 
BU registration timeout. This handofflatency should add extra one second accord
ing to Duplicate Address Detection (DAD) [21] since MobiWan doesn't imple
ment DAD operation. However, it makes no difference in MCoA benefited from 
soft handoff procedure. This means multi-interface mechanism really has better 
performance on handofflatency. 

T bl 2 S I fb d 'd h a e Imu atlOn parameters 0 an WI t consumptlOn 
Nctwork Simuhtor NS2-2.28 

Simul ati on Environment $cope 600x 50 (m2) 

BS Radius J09(m) 

BS 1 Position O(m) 

BS2 Posillon 200 (m) 

$cope Between BSs 200 (m) 

Simul ati on Time 40 (s) 

MN Start PosItion 80(m) 
MN Speed 1 (m/s) 

Wireie" MAC 802.11b 

Interface Queue DropT." 
Transport Layer UDP 

Application L.yer CBR 
Packet D.t. s.ze 1500(bytes) 

RAInterval )(s) 
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Fig. 11. Simulation scenario ofbandwidth consumption 

Table 2 and Fig. 11 are the parameters and environment for the Simulation sce
nario of bandwidth consumption. In Fig. 12, we compare bandwidth exhaustion 
between two BSs by measuring throughputs on MN. We modify the MIP module 
in NS2 for SB-MIP and duplicate the packets when moving into the overlapped 
area. The MN with SB-MIP module has twice bandwidth exhaustion of the origi
nal I M/s constant bit rate (CBR) traffic at about 18 secs in the figure. The other 
MN with MCoA module has an unstable transmission bit rate during the handoff 
procedure but maintains a IM/s bit rate most of the time. We conclude that SB
MIP exhausts more bandwidth in the overlapped area than MCoA. 

- , 

i ~ } _. 

I. .. ~. .l~ .. 
I.M .. 

'" .. " 
.. 
" .. • 

Fig. 12. Multi-interface bandwidth exhaustion between SB-MIP and MCoA[14) 

Because MCoA has lower handoff latency than MIPv6 by using soft handoff 
method in our simulation and takes less bandwidth than SB-MIP in the overlapped 
area, we conclude that MCoA should be the most proper layer 3 mechanism for 
hand-around. 
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Hand-around in Horne Networking 

---..... Um"I.,,; 1'*'"""----> 

Fig. 13. Wireless Horne Networking 

Now we introduce multiple care-of address (MCoA) and hand-around notionsto 
horne networking. The horne networking shown in Fig. 13 supports mobile IP with 
the two notions. By using MCoA, the mobile node can connect to foreign net
works via base stations; and hand-around mobile IP techniques could handle the 
trafik tunneling. This design can achieve seamless handoff even if the application 
doesn ' t support. Moreover, horne gateway is an important existence in horne net
working, and its standing is simiJar to horne agent since they both play an admin
istrative role. So we suggest that the horne agent should be placed on the horne ga
teway. 

n .... 

Fig. 14. UMNMulti-rnode Cell Phone Applications with MCoA 
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Fig. 14 shows two cases of using MCoA on UMA or multi-mode cell phones 
with Wi-Fi and Bluetooth capabiJities. User agent I is not at horne, or can't re
ceive good wireless signals of horne networking. So user agent 1 uses 3G/GSM 
network to estabJish or maintain call sessions. User agent 2, who has came back 
horne in the house, receiving bad or even no signal from 3G/GSM base stations, 
uses internet and VoIP via Wi-Fi or Bluetooth with better signal quality to main
tain the call session. In this case, User agent 2 can also switch between Wi-Fi and 
B1uetooth. User agent 2 is currently using Wi-Fi as shown in Fig. 14, but it also 
maintains a CoA with the Bluetooth network. And if the signal quaJity of Blu
etooth becomes much better than Wi-Fi while moving, user agent 2 just simply 
switches to the CoA in the B1uetooth network instead of Wi-Fi. This kind of han
dotT, or what we called hand-around can achieve seamless. To the user who is talk
ing on phone, the call session won 't be disconnected or interrupted so the user 
don't even awarc of handotTs; to the internet telephone service provider (ITSP) 
[22], the service protocols don't need to be substantially modified for mobiJity and 
seamless concerns, since these protocols are all based on IP, which is a layer-3 
protocol and independent of the ITSP's protocols. 

I 

Fig. 15. Multimedia Applications with MCoA 

Fig. 15 shows that multimedia services and applications can also be improved 
by MCoA and hand-around notions. Whether the multimedia clips and streams 
came from the internet or the media center at horne, as long as the player carried 
by, or placed ne ar the user, these media streams must go through the horne gate
way. On the othcr hand, sincc the horne gateway could also be the horne agent of 
mobile IP network, the media streams can be tunneled to the CoAs. We assurne the 
media player with multiple connectivity uses Bluetooth to receive media streams 
in the beginning. When the signal of Bluetooth is turning too weak to maintain the 
media quaJity, the player should try another CoA that otTers connectivity which 
could reach the quaJity and seamless requirements of multimedia. Thus, the user 
can enjoy the multimedia entertainment without breaking off and quality loss, 
even if the user is on the move in the house as long as wireless connectivity exists. 
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The multimedia service providers, such as the media center at horne, IPTV, and 
other internet media sources, need no revision and redirection. 

Fig. 16. Security Applications with MCoA 

Fig. 16 shows a similar case comparing to Fig. 15, substituting the multimedia 
player to a camera. Just like we stated to the multimedia player in the last para
graph, the camera is enabled with mobility, so the changing of position won't af
fect the continuity of transmitting and recording. Furthermore, we can collocate 
with the multimedia playing applications, and create a security service by dynamic 
monitoring. For example, a baby can crawl all over the house to satisfy her curios
ity, and may put herself in danger. Adults can attach the camera to the baby, and 
carry a multimedia player as the monitor. Wherever the baby goes, with available 
wireless connectivity, the adults can keep a watch on her every second even if the 
adults themselves are moving in the house. This is just an example. While putting 
MCoA and hand-around mobility notions into horne networking, there must be 
further services and applications to invent, improving our lives from various as
pects and dimensions. 
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6. Conclusions 

Hand-around is a new paradigm of connectivity transItIOn with heterogeneous 
networks and no handoff latency. It can manage multiple interfaces to accomplish 
seamless connections and mobility. Horne networking has some characteristics 
matching the observations of hand-around, such as a small space crowded with 
wireless base stations, highly overlapped wireless coverage, and concurrent acti
vati on of multiple interfaces. So, to horne networking, hand-around not only 
brings performance advancing but also provides support of seamless services and 
mobility. With hand-around, the picture of digital Iife will be more complete and 
convenient. 
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